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Abstract
This paper investigates a class oftransform queriesproposed by
XQuery Update [6]. A transform query is defined in terms ofXML

update syntax. When posed on anXML treeT , it returns another
XML tree that would be produced by executing its embedded update
on T , without destructive impact onT . Transform queries sup-
port a variety of applications includingXML hypothetical queries,
the simulation of updates on virtual views, and the enforcement
of XML access control. In light of the wide-range of applications
for transform queries, we develop automaton-based techniques for
efficiently evaluating transform queries and for computingtheir
compositions with user queries in standardXQuery. We provide
(a) three algorithms to implement transform queries without change
to existingXQuery processors, (b) a linear-time algorithm, based on
a seamless integration of automaton execution andSAX parsing, to
evaluate transform queries on largeXML documents that are diffi-
cult to handle by existingXQuery engines, and (c) an algorithm to
rewrite the composition of user queries and transform queries into
a single efficient query in standardXQuery. We also present ex-
perimental results comparing the efficiency of our evaluation and
composition algorithms for transform queries.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.2.8 [Database Management]: Systems—Query Processing

General Terms
Algorithm, Performance

Keywords
Transform queries, XML, Updates, Query Composition

1. Introduction
A recent W3CXQuery Update Working Draft [6] proposes the

notion of atransform queryfor XML . The idea is to use update
syntax to define a querywithoutaffecting the underlying data store.
As such, transform queries are in fact anXQuery syntax forhypo-
thetical query[1, 4, 12, 16]. Traditionally, a hypothetical query
has the form “Q when {{U}}”, and is to find the value that query
Q would return on a database that would be obtained by executing
updateU on the original databaseDB, without actually updating
DB. Prior work has noted the utility of hypothetical queries inde-
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Figure 1: An example XML document

cision support, version management, active databases and integrity
maintenance, among other things.

While SQL engines offer some support for hypothetical queries
(for example, consider thewithin group syntax for finding the rank
of a hypothetical row that would have in an ordered list [7]),the
syntax proposed in [6] would provide a general hypothetical-query
facility for XML . In addition to hypothetical queries, we now iden-
tify some other general applications of transform queries.These
examples also illustrate the difficulty of accomplishing certain sim-
ple tasks inXQuery without thetransform syntax.

Example 1.1: Consider anXML documentT0 depicted in Fig. 1.
The document contains a list ofparts. Eachparthas apname(part
name), a list ofsuppliers and asubpart hierarchy; asupplierin turn
has asname(supplier name), aprice (offered by the supplier), and
a country(where the supplier is based).

• Updates as queries.One wants to write a query that finds all
the information inT0 except price; in other words, the query is
to return anXML tree that contains all nodes ofT0 excludingthe
price elements. Such a query cannot be easily expressed in stan-
dardXQuery [3] without complicated user-defined recursive func-
tions. In contrast, this can be readily expressed as a simpletrans-
form query:

transform copy $a := doc(“foo”) modify do delete$a//price return $a

where doc(“foo”) refers toT0. Conceptually, the query first makes
a copyT1 of T0, and then performs the update “delete$a//price” on
T1. The updatedT1 is returned as the result of the query. Although
defined with update syntax, this query isnon-updating[6]: it has
no destructive impactof updates on the underlying dataT0.

• Security views.In an organization, a number of user groups with
access toT0 may be subject to different access-control policies.
Such a policy might, for example, prevent disclosure ofprice in-
formation from suppliers of certain countries for which thegroup
of users was not responsible. To enforce the access control policy,
each group can be provided with a security view [10] that returns
a document containing all the data fromT0 excludingthe sensitive
price information. Since each user group has a slightly different
view, it is not in general reasonable to materialize and maintain
each of the provided security views; thus the views should bekept
virtual. Unfortunately, as mentioned above, such views are far from
trivial to write by hand inXQuery. In this example, a recursive
function is required since theprice information may appear at arbi-
trary depths inT0. In contrast, it is conceptually straightforward to
define the view as a transform query:



transform copy $a := doc(“foo”) modify
do delete //supplier[country=‘c1 ’∨ . . .∨ country=‘cn ’]/price return $a

The view prevents the disclosure of price information of those sup-
pliers based in countriesc1, . . . , cn. Note that the intention isnot
to delete this datain the source; instead, it is merely to define the
security view of a client with the update syntax.

• Updating virtual views.Consider a virtual view defined as an
XQuery viewQV on top ofT0. A user may want to pose an update
on the virtual view. In this case, there may beno sensiblenotion
of performing an update on the virtual data. Leveraging transform
queries one could still query a new document that would result from
such an update on the view. This can be done by (a) writing a trans-
form queryQt in terms of the desired update; (b) upon receiving a
user queryQ, composingQ with the transform queryQt, denoted
by Qc; (c) composingQc with the view definitionQv, denoted by
Q′

c. Then, the user queryQ can be answered by evaluatingQ′
c di-

rectly on the underlying dataT0. Thus one can queryan “updated”
virtual view without materializationof the view.

• Message transformation.Another application isXML message
transformation where one often wants to create a modified version
of the originalXML message without destroying it1. 2

However important, we are aware of no prior work on the evalu-
ation of transform queries or their composition with user queries.

Automaton Approach. We approach the evaluation of transform
queries as a natural extension of theautomatonapproach toXPath
evaluation [9, 17, 19, 8]. The idea is to combine the automaton
evaluation of theXPath expression, which defines the update em-
bedded in a transform query, with a recursive transformation of
the tree to evaluate the transform query. This provides a general
andportableapproach to efficient transform query evaluation, and
we demonstrate two very different implementations, one on top of
XQuery and another inside aSAX parser. Further, this approach
facilitates analysis of transform queries: for example, weuse our
automaton representation to define a query composition technique
between transform queries and a class ofXQuery expressions.

Copy-and-Update Approach. Naturally, an alternative approach
to implement a transform query is to copy and update the affected
data. While in the worst case, the automaton approach can be lin-
ear in the size of the data, just like copying, in the majorityof cases
the automaton approach can evaluate a query while touching only a
small subset of the data, while copying always requires a complete
traversal of the entireXML document, and thus always linear time
and space. Furthermore, the automaton approach is amenableto
query composition, unlike the copy-and-update approach. In addi-
tion, as opposed to copy-and-update approach, the automaton ap-
proach does not rely on efficient support ofXML updates, which is
not yet in place for some existingXQuery engines.

Contributions. We provide efficient automaton-based evaluation
algorithms, as well as an algorithm for computing compositions,
for a class of transform queries in which embedded updates are
defined in terms ofXPath expressions.

(1) Transform algorithms.We show three algorithms for transform-
query evaluation, two of which are based on the automaton ap-
proach. Our first algorithm, referred to asNaive, is based on a sim-
ple query rewritingtechnique to translate transform queries (and
their embedded updates) into standardXQuery. It has quadratic-
time data complexity in the worst case. We then present two
algorithms based on the automata approach, namelytopDown

and bottomUp. The topDown approach is appropriate when

1Thanks for an anonymous reviewer for suggesting this application.

an efficient engine is available for evaluating qualifiers. Further,
topDown can easily incorporate alternativeXPath automaton tech-
niques. ThebottomUp algorithm incorporates qualifier evaluation,
removing the requirement of an external engine and supporting
streaming behavior, at the cost of increased complexity.

Our proposed algorithms have several useful features. (a) They
can be readily migrated toXQuery engines that do not support
updates. (b) They remain side-effect free and thus can bene-
fit from the existing and upcoming optimizations utilizing refer-
ential transparency property ofXQuery. (c) As opposed to the
Naive evaluation strategy and the copy-and-update approach, al-
gorithmstopDown andbottomUp traverse only necessary part of
an inputXML treeT rather than the entire tree.

While an advantage of our approach is that it can be applied
with other automata formalisms, we note that the one we present
is actually simpler than previous automaton models developed for
evaluatingXPath expressions (e.g., [9, 17, 19, 8]) and avoids some
efficiency issues (see Section 8 for a detailed discussion).

(2) Composing user and transform queries.Capitalizing on our au-
tomaton technique, we propose an algorithm for composing a user
queryQ and a transform queryQt by computing the composition
Qc, a single query in standardXQuery. We show that the algorithm
significantly outperforms the conceptual strategy that sequentially
evaluatesQ andQt one by one. Indeed,Qc accesses only rele-
vant part of an inputXML document,without copying or traversing
the entire documentin many cases. To our knowledge, this is the
first automaton-based composition algorithm forXML queries. The
algorithm provides us with the ability to efficiently support hypo-
thetical queries as well as query and “update” virtual views.

(3) An algorithm implemented onSAX. As most existingXQuery
engines representXML documents as memory intensiveDOM trees,
they do not handle largeXML documents very well. To cope
with this, we propose another algorithm for evaluating transform
queries, referred to astwoPassSAX, based on a seamless integra-
tion of our automaton-based algorithm withSAX parsing. This ap-
proach makes the facility easy to integrate with anXQuery engine
or with other applications, since the result oftransform may be ac-
cessed as aSAX event stream. In contrast to the algorithms outlined
in (1), this algorithm needs to extend existingXQuery engines.

(4) Experimental Study.We have implemented our evaluation algo-
rithms bothin XQueryon top ofXQuery engines (Naive, topDown,
bottomUp) and withinXQuery engines (twoPassSAX), and eval-
uated them with data from XMark [24]. Our results show the fol-
lowing. (a) Usable transform queries can be generated for a wide
variety of XML updates. (b) Our algorithms are efficient and scale
well, bothwhenimplemented inXQuery on top of query processor
and as part of the query processor implementation. (c) Our algo-
rithm twoPassSAX can handle very largeXML documents while
the memory overhead is very small. We have also implemented
and evaluated our composition algorithm. Our experimentalresults
demonstrate that our composition technique is effective.

Organization. Section 2 defines transform queries. Section 3 in-
troduces algorithmsNaive and topDown, as well as our automa-
ton technique, for evaluating transform queries. As an immedi-
ate application of the automaton technique, we provide our algo-
rithm for composing user and transform queries in Section 4.Sec-
tion 5 presents algorithmbottomUp, our optimization technique
for evaluating expensiveXPath qualifiers. Section 6 provides algo-
rithm twoPassSAX for evaluating transform queries on largeXML

documents. Experimental results are presented in Section 7, fol-
lowed by related work in Section 8, and conclusions in Section 9.



2. Transform Queries
We study a class of transform queries [6] of the form:

transform copy $a: = doc(“T0”) modify do u($a) return $a

whereu($a) is anembedded updateexpression. Here we study up-
dates supported by most proposals forXML update languages [20,
21, 23, 25, 6, 14], which are of one of the following four forms:

insert e into $a/p delete $a/p
replace $a/p with e rename $a/p as l

wherep is anXPath expression,e is a constantXML element (sub-
tree), andl is a label. Example transform queries can be found in
Example 1.1.

To give the semantics of transform queries we first reviewXPath
andXML updates defined in terms ofXPath.

XPath. We consider coreXPath [15] with downward modality.
This class of queries, referred to asX , is defined by:

p ::= ǫ | l | ∗ | p/p | p//p | p[q],

q ::= p | p = ‘s’ | label() = l | q ∧ q | q ∨ q | ¬q,

where ǫ, l, ∗ and ‘/’ denote self (i.e.,‘.’), a label, a wildcard,
and thechild-axis, respectively; ‘//’ stands for/descendant-or-
self::node()/; q in p[q] is called aqualifier, in which s is a string
value; and ‘∧’, ‘ ∨’ and ‘¬’ denote conjunction, disjunction and
negation, respectively. We abbreviatep1/ //p2 asp1//p2.

The classX subsumes tree patterns commonly used. We con-
sider this practically useful fragment ofXPath (updates) to simplify
the discussion and focus on the main idea of transform queries.

On anXML treeT , an XPath queryp is evaluated at acontext
nodev in T , and its result is the set of nodes ofT reachable viap
from v. We denote the result of the query byv[[p]].

XML updates. Given anXML treeT with root r (i.e.,r takes the
place of$a in $a = doc(‘T0’) ), an updateu does the following:

• insert e into r/p. This operation finds all theelementsreach-
able fromr via p in T , and adds the new elemente as the last child
of each of those elements. Specifically, (a) it computesr[[p]], and
(b) for each elementv in r[[p]], it addse as the rightmost child ofv.

• deleter/p. It first computesr[[p]] and then removes all the nodes
in r[[p]] (along with their subtrees) fromT .

• replacer/p with e. This operation first computesr[[p]] and then
replaces eachv in r[[p]] with the elemente.

• renamer/p asl. This operation first computesr[[p]] and then for
eachv in r[[p]], changes the label ofv to l.

Semantics of transform queries. Given anXML tree T0 (i.e.,
doc(‘T0’) ), the tree returned by a transform queryQt is the one
that would be producedby the following: (a) create a copyT of
T0, (b) apply updateu onT , and (c) returnT as the answer ofQt.
We denote theXML tree returned byQt asQt(T ).

We provide techniques to execute andcomposetransform queries
without resorting to the naive approach suggested by the semantics.

3. Evaluating Transform Queries
In this section we propose two algorithms for evaluating trans-

form queries on top of existingXQuery engines.
The first algorithm, referred to as the Naive Method, is based

on a simple query rewriting technique that translates a transform
query into an equivalent query in standardXQuery. It shows that
transform queries can be readily supported by availableXQuery
engines. AsXML updates can be embedded in transform queries,
this provides the capability of supportingXML updates within the

let $xp := doc(T )/p
returndocument {for $n in doc(T )/∗ returnlocal:insert($n, $xp)}

declare function local:insert($n as node(),$xp as node()*) as node()
{ if $n[self::element()]

thenelement
{ fn:local-name($n)}
{ for $c in $n/(∗|@∗) returnlocal:insert($c, $xp),

if (some$x in $xp satisfies ($n is $x)) /*test if $n ∈ $xp*/
then{e} else ()}

else$n
}

Figure 2: From transform queries to XQuery

immediate reach ofexisting XQuery engines, by first expressing
XML updates as transform queries, and then rewriting the transform
queries into equivalent queries in standardXQuery.

While the Naive Method is conceptually simple, it may perform
poorly. In light of this we present the second algorithm, referred
to as the Top Down Method, based on an automaton technique.
The Top Down Method provides performance guarantees, and the
automaton technique also serves as the basis of the evaluation and
composition algorithms to be introduced in later sections.

3.1 The Naive Method
The Naive Method is based on query rewriting: given a trans-

form queryQt, it finds a queryQs in standardXQuery such that
Qs(T ) = Qt(T ) for anyXML documentT .

First considerQt = transform copy $a := doc(“T”) modify
do insert e into $a/p return $a. Suppose thate evaluates to
an XML element, andp is an XPath query. The queryQt can be
rewritten intoQs in standardXQuery, as shown in Fig. 2, follow-
ing recursive-query transformations suggested by theXQuery stan-
dard [3]. Letr be the root ofT . In a nutshell, the queryQs first
evaluates theXPath queryp to computer[[p]], the set of nodes se-
lected byp, and then invokes a functioninsert( ). This function
takes a node$n andr[[p]] as input, and it processes$n as follows.
If $n is an element, then it constructs an element that has the same
label as that of$n and carries the children of$n; furthermore, if
$n is in r[[p]], then it addse as the last child of$n. The function
then recursively processes the children of$n in the same way. Ifn
is not an element, it is returned without change. ObviouslyQs(T )
produces the same result asQ(T ). This yields a generic complete-
query template forinsert transform queries. Observe thatno copy
of doc(T)needs to be made in order to evaluateQs.

Similarly, one can rewritedelete, replaceandrenametransform
queriesQt into equivalent queriesQs in standardXQuery.

Note that doc(T )/p and e in this template can be instantiated
with arbitrary XQuery queries, not justX or constant expressions.
Thus we have in fact shown that transform queries defined in terms
of a wide variety of updates can be rewritten into standardXQuery.

However, unless theXQuery engine optimizes the testn ∈ $xp,
the rewritten queries are inefficient when the scope of the update is
broad (i.e., whenp is not very selective and|$xp| is large): in the
worst case it takes quadratic (O(|T |2)) time in the size ofT .

3.2 An Automaton Abstraction
Our efficient transform evaluation algorithms are based on

the notion ofselectingNFA for XPath expressions, which is a
mild extension of non-deterministic finite state automata (NFA).
The purpose of this automaton is to inform our transform algo-
rithms whether or not the embedded update should be executed
at each noden encountered during a traversal of the document,
i.e., whethern ∈ r[[p]]. It accomplishes this task by (a) maintaining
a set of statesS, and (b) updatingS as each node is encountered



function topDown (Mp, S, Qt, n)
Input: NFA Mp, a setS of Mp states,Qt: transform copy $a := doc(“T”)

modify do insert e into $a/p return $a, and noden in T .
Output: Qt(T ′), whereT ′ is the subtree rooted atn.
1. S′ := nextStates(Mp, S, n);
2. if S′ = ∅ or n is not an element
3. then returnn along with its subtree;
4. return element with same label asn and children consisting of
5. {for eachv in n/∗ do
6. topDown (Mp, S′, Qt, v);
7. if there is(s, [q]) ∈ S′ s.t. (s, [q]) is the final state, andcheckp(q, n)
8. then{e } /* add e as the last child ofn */
9. }

Figure 3: Algorithm topDown

by using a functionnextStates (). At any point, the current node is
matched byp if any of the states inS arefinal statesof the automa-
ton. Details of the construction will be given in Section 3.4.

3.3 The Top Down Method
We now introduce the Top Down Method, denoted bytopDown,

that avoids the quadratic complexity of the Naive method by match-
ing paths with an automaton and recursively producing the trans-
form in the same step. We illustrate the Top Down Method for
an insert transform query. The method is described by Algo-
rithm topDown given in Fig. 3; the algorithms fordelete, rename
andreplacetransform queries are similar.

The (recursive) algorithm takes as input an insert transform
queryQt, the selectingNFA Mp of XPathp embedded inQt, a set
S of currentstates inMp, and a noden in the XML treeT . When
called withn as the root of anXML treeT andS consisting of (the
ǫ-closure of) the start state forMp, topDown computesQt(T ).
Given the setS that keeps track of the states reached after travers-
ing T from the root to the parent ofn, topDown computes the set
S′ of the states for the current noden by usingnextStates(). If
S′ is empty, then the subtree ofn should not be changed, and thus
it is simply copied to the result (lines 2–3). OtherwisetopDown

recursively processes the children ofn, taking S′ as a parameter
(lines 5–6). Furthermore, ifS′ includes the final state and its cor-
responding qualifier is satisfied, then the new elemente is evalu-
ated and inserted as the last child ofn (lines 7–8). The qualifier
checking is done by calling a predefined functioncheckp(), where
checkp(qi, n) returns true iffǫ[qi] is non-empty atn.

Remark. Observe the following abouttopDown. First, it can be
readily realized in a way that incurs no side effects and thuscan
work directly on any existingXQuery engine. Second, ifcheckp()
takes constant time, then for any transform queryQt on anXML

treeT , the evaluation ofQt takes at mostO(|T | |p|) time, where
p is theX query embedded inQt. That is, it takes timelinear
in |T |. Third, the use of selectingNFA allows us to simply re-
turn unchanged subtrees without further processing. In particular,
for a delete transform query, the selectingNFA is able toprune
deleted subtreeswithout loading them. Fourth, other automaton-
based techniques for evaluatingp, such as those of [9, 17, 19,
8], can be used fortopDown, as long as they can implement the
nextStates interface. Finally,topDown doesnot copyT and does
not rely on the support ofXML updates byXQuery engines.

3.4 Automaton Construction
We now give details of our automaton construction.

SelectingNFA. Given anX expressionp, we generate the select-
ing NFA of p, denoted byMp, to identify nodes inr[[p]]. Observe
that p can be rewritten to an equivalent formβ1[q1]/ . . . /βk[qk],

function nextStates (Mp, S, n)
Input: NFA Mp with transition functionδ, a setS of Mp states, noden
Output: S′ the next states ofMp on reaching a node with labell.
1. l := fn:local-name(n);

2. S+ :=
S

(s,[q])∈S δ((s, [q]), ∗) ∪ δ((s, [q]), l);

3. S′ := {(s, [q]) ∈ S+ | checkp(q, n)};

4. return ǫ-closure(S’);

Figure 4: Computing the set of next states at a node

ε
* *

(s1, [true]) (s2, [q1]) (s3, [true])

ε

(s0, [true])

part part

(s4, [q2])

Figure 5: An example selecting NFA of anX query

whereβi is either labell, wildcard∗ or descendant //. We define
the selectingNFA Mp = (K, Γ, δ, s, f), where
1) the setK of states consists of thestart states = (s0, [true]),
and for eachi ∈ [1, k], a state(si, [qi]) denoting the stepβi with
the qualifier[qi], where thefinal statef is (sk, [qk]);
2) alphabetΓ consists of all the tags inp and a special wildcard∗;
3) the transition functionδ is defined for eachi in [0, k − 1]:

• δ((si, [qi]), βi+1) = {(si+1, [qi+1])} if βi+1 is a label or∗,

• δ((si, [qi]), ǫ) = {(si+1, [qi+1])}, and

• δ((si, [qi]), ∗) = {(si, [qi])} if βi+1 is //.

Example 3.1: Considerp1 = //part[q1] //part[q2] in X , whereq1

is [pname = ‘keyboard’]and q2 = [¬ supplier/sname = ‘HP’ ∧
¬supplier/price< 15]. Figure 5 gives the selectingNFA of p1. 2

Remark. A selectingNFA Mp has the following notable features.
First, Mp has asemi-linearstructure: the only cycles inMp are
self-cycles labeled∗ and introduced by //. Note that from any state
(si, [qi]) at most two states can be reached via theδ function. Sec-
ond, whileMp is based on the “selecting path” ofp, it incorporates
its qualifiers into the states, which, as remarked earlier, is effective
in pruning unaffected subtrees. Third, Mp can be constructed in
O(|p|) time, and its size is bounded byO(|p|).

As we have already seen, the setS of (current) states inMp is
maintained during a top-down traversal of the inputXML treeT .
For each noden in T encountered,n’s label is used to changeS to
S′ according to the functionnextStates() shown in Fig. 4, which
will be described shortly. Based on the setS′, Algorithm topDown

takes action at the node as follows: (1) ifS′ includes the final state
of Mp, thenn is selected byp and the appropriate update action is
simulated such that the updated subtree will be returned; (2) if S′ is
empty, then no change is made to the subtree rooted atn and thus it
can be simply copied and returned; and (3) otherwise,n may be on
a path to a node selected byp, and the top down traversal proceeds
to the children ofn. In both cases 1 and 3,topDown proceeds to
process the subtree ofn in the same way.

Example 3.2: Consider a transform queryQt with embedded up-
dateinsert c into p1, wherec is asupplierelement with nameHP
andp1 is given in Example 3.1. Given the root of theXML treeT0

of Fig. 1, theNFA of Fig. 5, the queryQt, and a setS consisting
of the start state(s0, [true]) of Mp and(s1, [true]), topDown re-
turns anXML tree that is the same asT0 except that supplierHP is
added to everypart whose states contain the final states4. 2

Next States. The functionnextStates(), shown in Fig. 4, han-
dles state transitions inMp when encountering a noden. For each
state(s, [q]) in S, nextStates() computes theMp states(s′, [q′])



reached from(s, [q]) by inspecting the label ofn and the transition
functionδ of Mp (line 2); moreover, it checks whether the qualifier
[q′] is satisfied atn by calling a predefined functioncheckp().

Note that, to cope with theǫ transitions in theNFA Mp, we need
to compute theǫ-closureof S′ (line 4), which is the set of all the
states reachable from any state ofS′ via one or moreǫ transitions in
Mp. It is easy to compute theǫ-closureof S′ in O(|p|) time. Also,
by the construction of selectingNFAs given earlier, ifδ((s, [q]), ∗)
(or δ((s, [q]), fn:local-name(n))) is defined, then it maps to asingle
state rather than a set. The cardinality ofS′ is bounded byO(|p|)
when computed by repeated calls tonextStates().

4. Composing User and Transform Queries
Based on the automaton technique given in the last section, we

next develop an algorithm for computing an efficient composition
of a user query and a transform query.

Given a transform queryQt followed by a user queryQ, we want
to compute a queryQc in standardXQuery such thatQ(Qt(T )) =
Qc(T ) for anyXML documentT . As remarked in Section 1, this is
important for, among other things, processing hypothetical queries
as well as querying and updating virtual views.

Since XQuery allows query composition, a straightforward
rewriting Qc can be given by:

let $d := Qt(T ) let d′ := Q(d) return $d′

This gives us the desired queryQc in XQuery. We refer to this
method as the Naive Composition Method.

Example 4.1: Consider an access control policy that denies a user
group the access to suppliers from country ‘A’. As shown by Exam-
ple 1.1, this can be enforced by defining a (virtual) securityview
in terms of a transform queryQt. Now suppose the user poses a
queryQ in XQuery on the security view, which is to find suppliers
for keyboard. The compositionQ′

c of the two can be written as
follows, which shows both the transform queryQt that defines the
virtual security view, and the user queryQ.

<result> {
let $n := transform copy $a := doc(“foo”) modify do /* Qt */

delete$a//supplier[country = ‘A’] return $a
for $x in $n/part[pname = ‘keyboard’]/supplier /*Q */
return$x

} </result>

This is an example of the Naive Composition Method. 2

The Naive method, however, may not be efficient since, given
suchQc, an XQuery engine will evaluateQt andQ sequentially,
one after the other.

We now describe a more efficient technique, referred to as the
Compose Method, that makes use of the automaton representation
of the transform query to compose a user query with it. This tech-
nique can avoid copying the input document as well as performing
update on those parts of the document that are not needed by the
user query. This technique is illustrated by the example below.

Example 4.2: Recall the user query and the security view defined
in Example 4.1. Leveraging the Compose Method, the composition
Qc of the two queries can be written as follows:

1. <result> {
2. for $y1 in part[pname = ‘keyboard’],
3. $y2 in $y1/supplier
4. let $x := $y2

5. return if empty($x[country = ‘A’]) then $x else ( )
6. } </result>

Contrast this with the composed queryQ′
c given in Example 4.1.

Instead of separating the evaluations of the transform query and

the user query,Qc integrates the two queries and can be answered
without traversing or copying the entire input document. 2

We first present user queries and then the Compose Method.

User Queries. To simplify the discussion we focus on a simple
form of XQuery specified byfor, where andreturn clauses:

for $x in ρ
where ρ′

1 = ρ′′
1 and . . .and ρ′

k = ρ′′
k

return exp(̺1, ̺2, . . . ,̺m)

where (a)ρ is an XPath expression inX ; (b) ρ′
j , ρ

′′
j and ̺s are

either a text-value constant or are of the form of$x/ρ′, whereρ′ is
anX expression; (c)exp is anXML element template, which is the
same as anXML element except that it may contain̺1, . . . , ̺m as
parameters; a template yields anXML element given a substitution
of concreteXML element for$x. The semantics of the query is
standard as defined byXQuery [3].

It should be mentioned that the Compose Method can be ex-
tended to handle more general user queries.

The Compose Method.Consider a user queryQ and a transform
queryQt, in which XPath expressionp in X is embedded. Given
Qt, Q, the Compose Method finds a composed queryQc such that
Qc(T ) = Q(Qt(T )) for any XML documentT . The key idea of
the method is to rewrite theXPath expressionsρ, ρ′

i, ρ
′′
i and̺i in

the user queryQ based on theX expressionp in Qt, by simulating
the evaluation ofp on these path expressions. More specifically,
leveraging the selectingNFA Mp of p, we treat the path expressions
in Q as “words” and executeMp on them; when a final state ofMp

is reached, we add actions in the composed queryQc to capture the
corresponding “updates” inQt. In this way we evaluate bothQt

andQ via asinglepass of the inputXML document.
Below we outline the composition algorithm. We first rewritethe

for clause (for $x in ρ) of Q in terms ofMp. Note that the presence
of qualifiers and ‘//’ inboththe selectingNFA Mp andρ in the user
queryQ make the rewriting nontrivial.

Recall from Section 3 thatρ can be rewritten to an equivalent
form β1[q1]/ . . . /βn[qn], whereβi is either labell, wildcard∗ or
descendant-or-self //, and[qi] is either a qualifier or[true]. To sim-
plify the rewriting of qualifiers[qi] based onMp, we first rewrite
thefor clause into an equivalent sequences offor clauses:

for $y1 in β1 where not empty($y1[q1]) return

for $y2 in $y1/β2 where not empty($y2[q2]) return

. . .
for $yn in $yn−1/βn where not empty($yn[qn])
let $x := $yn

If either [qi] is [true ] or is disjoint from Mp (to be illustrated
shortly), there is no need to have separatewhere andreturn clauses
in thefor loop forβi[qi], as shown in Example 4.2 (lines 2-4).

For i in [1, n], we rewrite thefor loop forβi[qi] as follows.

• Computing the statesSi of Mp. By treating each stepβi as an
input “letter” of theNFA Mp, we find the setSi of states ofMp

reached viaβi from the setSi−1 of states. As will be seen shortly,
we useSi to determine whether or not we should rewrite thefor

loop to accommodate the corresponding update operation in the
transform queryQt. The initial setS0 of states (forβ1) is theǫ-
closure of the start state ofMp. Given Si−1, the setSi can be
computed by using a mild variation of the functionnextStates()
of Fig. 4: we extend the transition functionδ of Mp to defineδ′

such that (1)δ′((s, [q]), ∗) also includes(s′, [q′]) if δ((s, [q]), l)
contains(s′, [q′]) for any tagl, and (2)δ′((s, [q]), //) includes all
the states that are reached given an (unbounded) sequence of∗.

Referring to Example 4.2, the selectingNFA of the transform
queryQt is shown in Fig. 6, in whichq denotescountry = ‘A’. The
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Figure 6: The selecting NFA of theX query in Example 4.2

initial setS0 is {(s0, [true]), (s1, [true])}, andS1, S2 (for the first
and secondfor loop) are{(s1, [true])} and{(f, [q])}, respectively.

• Handling qualifiers and the final state inSi. If a state inSi+1 is
obtained by applyingδ′ to a state(s, [q]) in Si and if q 6= ‘ true’,
then the qualifierq needs to be checked at this stage. LetC be
the conjunction of all such qualifiers inSi. We rewrite thereturn

clause of thefor loop by adding a conditional statement:

return if empty ($yi−1/C) then F1 else F2,

where both F1 and F2 denote the rest of the query “for

βi+1[qi1 ]/ . . . /βn[qn] where . . . return . . .”. That is, we sepa-
rate the treatment (F2) whenC is satisfied from the handling (F1)
whenC is false. While we proceed to rewriteF2 in the same way,
F1 remains unchanged, since the update inQ is not invoked if the
qualifiers inC are not satisfied.

Furthermore, if the final state is inSi, then the corresponding
update operation of the transform queryQt should be incorporated
into the composed queryQc. More specifically, ifQt is aninsert,
then we add alet clause before thefor clause: “let $zi := Ti” and
change thefor loop to: “for $yi in $zi/βi[qi]”, whereTi denotes
$yi−1 incremented by adding the new elemente of Qt as the last
child of $yi−1, which can be coded inXQuery as shown in Fig. 2.
If Qt is andelete, thenTi is the empty tree ‘( )’. The update and
replace operations are accommodated similarly.

For example, Example 4.2 (line 5) illustrates the processing of
qualifier and final state w.r.t. adelete transform query.

Another special case is whenSi is empty, i.e.,βi is disjoint from
Mp. If so no rewriting is needed for the rest of the query.

• Processing the qualifier[qi] in thefor loop. Along the same lines.
the qualifier[qi] in βi[qi] is processed by rewriting thewhere clause
of the for loop for βi[qi]. More specifically, each path expression
in qi is treated as a “word” forMp, ignoring the Boolean oper-
ators inqi. These expressions are processed in the same way as
ρ, by introducing necessaryfor and/or let clauses into thewhere

clause. Again if a path expression is disjoint fromMp, no rewriting
is needed. For instance,$y1/part[pname = ‘keyboard’]in Exam-
ple 4.2 is disjoint fromMp and is left unchanged in the composed
query. Furthermore,[qi] is a Boolean query and in some cases can
be evaluated to a truth value directly when some path expression in
qi reaches a final state ofMp (see Example 4.3).

The rewriting ofwhere andreturn clauses and their associated path
expressions (namely,ρ′

i, ρ
′′
i and̺i) are carried out in the same sys-

tematic way, except the handling of the values to be returned.

• The value to be returned.When processing “return exp(̺1, ̺2,
. . . , ̺m)” following the rewriting method given above, we may
reduce a path expression̺j to a variable$z with a nonemptysetS
of states inMp. To capture the effect of the transform queryQt,
we need to add alet clause “let $y := topDown (Mp, S, Qt, $z)”
and substitute$y for ̺j , wheretopDown () is the function given in
Fig. 3. In this casetopDown () is included in the rewritten query
as a user-defined function. It should be mentioned that in many
casestopDown () is not needed, e.g., when the states inS do not
have outgoing edges to self-cycles (‘//’) inMp (in this case one can
inline the code oftopDown () rather than recursively invoking it).

Example 4.3: Following the Compose Method given above, the
following pairs (Qi, Q

′
i) of transform and user queries can be

rewritten into single composed queriesQi
c in standardXQuery.

Q1: transform copy $r:=doc(“f”) modify do deletea/b[q] return $r
Q′

1: for $x in a/b/c return $x

Q1
c : for $y1 in a, $y2 in $y1/b

return if empty($y2[q])
then for $y3 in $y2/c

let $x := $y3

return $x
else ( )

Q2: transform copy $r:=doc(“f”) modify do deletea/b/c return $r
Q′

2: for $x in a/b[not(./c =‘A’ )] return $x

Q2
c : for $y1 in a, $y2 in $y1/b

let $x := $y2

return $x

Note that the qualifier inQ′
2 is already evaluated totrue at compile

time, taking into account of the deletion.

Q3: transfrom copy $r:=doc(“f”) modify do insert e into a//c return $r
Q′

3: for $x in a/b return $x

Q3
c : for $y1 in a, $y2 in $y1/b

let $x := $y2

return topDown (Mp, S, Q3, $x)
wheree is a new element to be inserted,Mp is the selectingNFA
of Q3, andS consists of the states ofMp reached by followinga
from the start state ofMp, which is computed at compile time.

Note thatQ3
c includestopDown ( ) as a user-defined query. 2

Remark. The size of the final composition queryQc obtained as
above is linear in the sizes ofQt andQ. Note thatQc combines
the evaluations ofQt andQ, and doesnot need to make a copy of
a treeT when evaluating bothQt andQ on T . We remark that
while we model complex conditions and disjunction in the embed-
dedXPath fragmentX to simplify the discussion, it is also possible
to allow these conditions to thewhereclause of user queries with-
out increasing the complexity of the composition algorithm.

5. Handling Expensive Qualifiers in One Pass
The Top Down method (algorithmtopDown) of Section 3

has a linear-time data complexity ifcheckp() can be imple-
mented in constant time. In this section we present an algorithm,
bottomUp, that implementscheckp(). Taken together with algo-
rithm topDown, algorithmbottomUp yields an implementation of
transform queries that is guaranteed to execute in time linear in the
size of the document, including the cost of implementingcheckp().
Practically, if complex qualifiers are handled well by theXQuery
processor, thebottomUp algorithm is not necessary. However,
(1) not all processors handle complex qualifiers efficiently[15];
(2) one may usebottomUp for only those qualifiers that are not
known to be handled efficiently, and (3) new techniques will be in-
troduced in the next section to efficiently evaluate transform queries
on largeXML documents, and these techniques extendbottomUp.

In a nutshell, given a transform queryQt over anXML treeT ,
bottomUp evaluates all the qualifiers in theXPath expressionp em-
bedded inQt via a single bottom-up traversal ofT , and annotates
nodes ofT with the truth values of related qualifiers. Given the an-
notations, at each nodecheckp() takes constant time to check the
satisfaction of a qualifier at the node.

Qualifiers and Sub-Qualifiers. In the algorithm below, we deal
with a list of qualifiersLQ that includes not only all the qualifiers
appearing inp, but also allsub-expressionsof these qualifiers. Fur-
thermore,LQ is topologically sorted such that for any expression
e in LQ, if s is a sub-expression ofe, s appears beforee in LQ.
To simplify the presentation we adopt a “normalized” form ofX
qualifiers such that each pathp in a qualifier is of the formη/p′

whereη is one of∗, // or ǫ[q], andp′ is a path. This normaliza-
tion can be achieved by using the following rewriting rules:(1) l



function QualDP (LQ, n, csatn, dsatn)
Input: list LQ of sub-qualifiers, noden in an XML documentT ,

and status of qualifiersq in LQ for n’s children(csatn(q))
and descendants(dsatn(q))

Output: satn(q), for q ∈ LQ

1. for eachq in the order ofLQ do
2. caseq of
3. (1) ǫ: satn(q) := 1;
4. (2) ǫ[q′]/p: satn(q) := satn(q′) andsatn(p)
5. (3) ∗/p: satn(q) := csatn(p);
6. (4) //p: satn(q) := satn(p) or dsatn(p);
7. (5) ǫ = ‘s’: satn(q) := (text() = s);
8. (6) label()= l: satn(q) := (fn:local-name(n) = l);
9. (7) q1 ∧ q2: satn(q) := satn(q1) andsatn(q2);
10. (8) q1 ∨ q2: satn(q) := satn(q1) or satn(q2);
11. (9) ¬q1: satn(q) := not satn(q1);
12. return satn;

Figure 7: Algorithm QualDP

to ∗/ǫ[label() = l]; (2) p[q] to p/ǫ[q]; (3) p[q1] . . . [qn] to p[q]
whereq = q1 ∧ . . . ∧ qn; and (4)p = ‘s’ to p[ǫ =‘s’ ]. The
normalization process can be done inO(|p|) time.

Example 5.1:For theX queryp1 given in Example 3.1, the listLQ

contains the expressionsq3 = [ǫ=‘keyboard’], q1 = [pname[q3]] ,
q6 = [ǫ = ‘HP’] , q5 = [sname[q6]] , q4 = [supplier[q5]] , q9 = [ǫ
< 15], q8 = [price[q9]] , q7 = [supplier[q8]] andq2 = [¬q4∧¬q7].
Note that all expressions are in the normal form mentioned above,
and sub-expressions appear before their containing expressions. 2

Dynamic Programming. A key step ofbottomUp is the eval-
uation of qualifiers. It is done based on dynamic programming,
as follows. Assume that the truth values of all the qualifiersq in
LQ are already known for (1) the immediate children ofn (de-
noted bycsatn(q)), and (2) for all the descendants ofn excludingn
(dsatn(q)). Then, in order to compute the satisfaction of the quali-
fiers atn, denoted bysatn(q), it suffices to do aconstant amountof
work per qualifier, as summarized in functionQualDP() in Fig. 7.

Special care is needed for this recursion to work when computing
satn(q) at leaf nodesn of the tree. To do this, we definecsat⊥(q)
(resp.dsat⊥(q)) such that it isfalse whenq ranges over expressions
of the form∗/p; otherwise it is computed in the same way as in
QualDP().

One can verify that the truth values forall qualifiersin LQ can be
computed in timeO(|Qt|) at any node in a treeT . A similar qual-
ifier evaluation technique is applied to distributed processing [5].

Filtering NFA. Another key issue forbottomUp is to determine
the listLQ of qualifiers to be evaluated at each node ofT . To do
this we introduce a notion of filteringNFA. Given anX queryp, we
construct aNFA, referred to as thefiltering NFA of p and denoted by
Mf , which is an extension of selectingNFAs used intopDown. In a
nutshell,Mf is built on both the selecting path and the qualifiers of
p, stripping off the logical connectives in the qualifiers; the states
of Mf are also annotated with corresponding qualifiers. We use
Mf to keep track of whether a noden is possibly involved in the
node selecting ofp and what qualifiers are needed atn. The size of
the filteringNFA Mf for anX queryp is in O(|p|). We illustrate
filtering automata with an example instead of giving its longyet
simple definition (which is similar to its selectingNFA counterpart).

Example 5.2: The filteringNFA for the queryp1 of Example 3.1
is depicted in Fig. 8, in which qualifiers[q1] – [q9] are given in
Example 5.1. 2

For a setS of states of a filteringNFA Mf , we useLQ(S) to
denote the list of all qualifiers appearing in the states ofS, along
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Figure 8: An example filtering NFA of an X query

with their sub-expressions, properly ordered with sub-expressions
preceding their containing expressions.

Bottom Up Computation of Qualifiers. The algorithm,
bottomUp, is given in Fig. 9. Its input consists of (1) a noden
in T , (2) the filteringNFA Mf for p, and (3) a setS consisting of
theMf states reached after traversingT from the root to the parent
of n. UsingMf , S and the label ofn, the algorithm computes the
new set of statesS′ (in a manner similar tonextStates() but with-
out calls tocheckp()). From these states, the qualifiersLQ(S′) that
need to be computed atn are derived and evaluated.

To computesatn(q) the algorithm associates two vectors of
boolean values withn:

• rsatn(q) holds iff q is satisfied atn or at anyright siblingsof
n (if any);

• rdsatn(q) holds iff q is satisfied atn, or at a descendant of
n, or at a descendant of a right sibling ofn.

These vectors have the following properties. Assume thatnc and
ns are the left-most child and the immediate right sibling ofn,
respectively. Then forq ∈ LQ, rsatnc

(q) is true if and only if
there exists a child ofn that satisfiesq and thusrsatnc

= csatn.
Furthermore,rdsatnc

(q) is true if and only if there exists a descen-
dant ofn at whichq is satisfied, thusrdsatnc

= dsatn. Observe
that rsatn(q) andrdsatn(q) can be computed based onrsatns

(q),
rdsatnc

(q) andrdsatns
(q) by their definitions.

Taken together, the algorithmbottomUp first computes the set
S′ of Mf states reached fromS by inspecting the label ofn and
the transition functionδ of Mf (lines 1–2)—these steps mirror
nextStates(), but omit the checking of qualifiers. Next,bottomUp

calls itself recursively on its right sibling (line 3) and left-most child
(line 8), which returns the children listLc and the list of right sib-
lings Ls. It usesQualDP() to computesatn (line 13). Finally,
bottomUp returns a list (lines 14–21) with an elementn′ as the
head, which has the same label asn, carries childrenLc and is an-
notated withsatn, rsatn(q) andrdsatn(q); the tail of the list is the
right-sibling listLs.

It is to cope with thereferential transparency (side-effect free) of
XQuery that we simulate the bottom-up traversal of theXML tree
by recursively invokingbottomUp at the left-most child and the
immediate right sibling ofn, if any. In this way we ensure that each
node is visited at most once. Observe that the emptiness check of
S′ (lines 6) allows us to avoid recursively processing the subtrees
that will contribute neither to the node-selecting path ofp nor to
the qualifiers needed in the node selecting decision. That is, only
if S′ is not empty,bottomUp are invoked at the children ofn and
QualDP() is called.

The combined complexity ofbottomUp is O(|T | |p|2) in the
worst case, and its data complexity is linear in|T |. In practice|p|
is often small. Like intopDown of Fig. 3, the emptiness check of
S′ allows us topruneunaffected subtrees.

Example 5.3: Consider againp1 of Example 3.1. Given the root
of the treeT0 of Fig. 1, the filteringNFA of Mf in Fig 8 and the



function bottomUp (Mf , S, n)
Input: noden in anXML documentT , filtering NFA Mf with

transition functionδ, a setS of states inMf .
Output: a list consisting of (1) head: the noden annotated with

satn(q), rsatn(q), rdsatn(q) for qualifiersq computed
from Mf , S, n with its annotated subtree; (2) tail:
annotated right siblings ofn.

1. S+ :=
S

(s,[q])∈S δ((s, [q]), ∗) ∪ δ((s, [q]), l);

2. S′ := ǫ-closure(S+);
3. if n has a right sibling

/* call bottomUp at its first right sibling */
4. then letLs = bottomUp (Mf , S, following sibling(n)[1]);
5. else letLs = [ ];
6. if S′ 6= ∅ /* pruning */
7. then ifn has a child

/* call bottomUp at the left-most child ofn */
8. then letLc = bottomUp (Mf , S′, n/*[1] );
9. else letLc = [ ];

/* left-most child */
10. letnc = if Lc 6= [ ] then first(Lc) else⊥;
11. letns = if Ls 6= [ ] then first(Ls) else⊥; /* next sibling */

/* rdsat⊥ andrsat⊥ are well-defined */
12. satn = QualDP (LQ(S′), n, rsatnc

, rdsatnc
);

13. else letLc = the children ofn;
14. return elementn′ followed byLs

wheren′ has the same label asn and its children consists of
15. { Lc;
16. if S′ 6= ∅
17. then forq in LQ return
18. satn(q);
19. rdsatn(q) assatn(q) or (nc 6= ⊥ andrdsatnc

(q)) or
(ns 6= ⊥ andrdsatns

(q));
20. rsatn(q) assatn(q) or (ns 6= ⊥ andrsatns

(q));
21. }

Figure 9: Algorithm bottomUp

ǫ-closure of the initial state ofMf , the algorithmbottomUp com-
putessatn(q), rsatn(q) andrdsatn(q) for each noden in T0 and its
related qualifiersq, and returnsT0 annotated with boolean values.
Note that, for example, only qualifiers[q5], [q6], [q8] and [q9] are
evaluated atsupplierelements, rather than the entire[q1]–[q9].

As another example, givenp′ = supplier//partand the rootr
of T0, bottomUp returnsT0 right after checking the immediate
children ofr, since the filteringNFA for p′ reaches no state fromr,
which has nosupplierchildren. 2

Algorithm twoPass. PuttingbottomUp and topDown together,
one immediately gets an implementation of transform queries, re-
ferred to astwoPass, conducted by invokingbottomUp followed
by topDown. For example, the evaluation of aninsert transform
query is shown in Fig. 10 (similarly fordelete, replace and re-
name). Now checkp(q, n) in topDown simply checkssatn(q)
associated with noden, and thus takes constant time. Since the
NFAsMf andMp can be computed inO(|p|) time, andtopDown,
bottomUp are inO(|T | |p|) andO(|T | |p|2) time, respectively, the
data complexity of the evaluation ofQt is linear-time in|T |.

Remark. The twoPass implementation of transform queriesQt

has several salient features. First, it isoptimal: the entire com-
putation ofQt(T ) can be done with two passes ofT , which, as
shown in [19], are necessary for evaluating the embeddedXPath
queryp alone (note that our algorithm is quite different from that
of [19]; see Section 8). Second,twoPass can bereadily coded in
XQueryand can thus benefit from the any optimization techniques
utilizing the referential transparency property ofXQuery. Indeed,
the listLQ and theNFAs can be coded inXML , sat, rsat andrdsat

can be treated asXML attributes, and assignment statements can be

Input: Qt = insert const-exprinto a/p return a,
and anXML treeT with root r, indicated bya.

Output: Qt(T ).
1. compute filtering NFAMf for p, with start state(s0, [true]);
2. S := ǫ-closure(s0, [true]) in Mf ;
3. letT ′ = bottomUp (Mf , S, r);
4. compute selecting NFAMp for p, with start state(s0, [true]);
5. S := ǫ-closure(s0, [true]) in Mp;
6. returntopDown (M , S, Qt, root(T ′));

Figure 10: Implementation of an insert transform query

easily replaced with side-effect free function calls. Third, twoPass

can be implemented on top of any existingXQuery engine,without
relying on the support ofXML updates. Finally, in contrast to the
conceptual evaluation strategy for transform queries,twoPass does
not need to copy the entire input document.

6. Integrating Evaluation with SAX Parsing
The evaluation algorithms given so far aim to be implementedin

XQuery on top of existingXQuery engines. However, as remarked
in Section 1, mostXQuery engines employ memory-intensiveDOM
trees and thus do not handle largeXML documents very well. In this
section we present another algorithm, referred to astwoPassSAX,
which shows that algorithmsbottomUp andtopDown can be nat-
urally combined withSAX parsing to answer transform queries on
largeXML documents.

SAX Parsing. A SAX parser reads anXML document and gen-
erates a stream ofSAX events of five types, whose seman-
tics is self-explanatory:startDocument(), startElement(n), text(t),
endElement(n), endDocument(), wheren is an element node andt
is a string (PCDATA).

Algorithm twoPassSAX. Given a transform queryQt and anXML

documentT , the algorithm evaluatesQt(T ) via two passes ofSAX
parsing onT . In the first pass, the algorithmbottomUp is inte-
grated with anSAX parser to evaluate the qualifiers inQt. Making
use of the boolean values of qualifiers returned from the firstpass,
topDown is combined with the second pass ofSAX parsing to com-
pute the updated tree.

Integrating bottomUp with SAX parsing. We first outline the
SAX-basedbottomUp algorithm. The algorithm takes as input the
same parameters as those ofbottomUp (Fig 9). However, instead
of returning an annotatedXML tree, it produces a listLd of boolean
values (0 or 1) of the top-level qualifiers (excluding sub-qualifiers)
in Qt, and writes it to disk as output. Each of these truth values is
associated with a unique id determined by the traversal order of T
by SAX parsing, which will be used in the second pass of parsing
to identify both the corresponding node and qualifier.

More specifically, the algorithm maintains two variables: acur-
sorc and a stackS. The cursorc is used to generate the ids for qual-
ifiers; whenever we encounter a qualifier that needs to be evaluated
at a node, we assign the value of cursorc as its id and increment
c by 1. Each entry of the stackS has the following components:
(1) the set of automaton states at element noden, (2) the list of
sub-qualifiersLQ (see Section 5) to be evaluated at element noden,
(3) the three vectorssat n, csat n anddsat n to be used to compute
the values of (sub-)qualifiers as in the algorithm in Fig. 7, (4) the
PCDATA of text children and attributes of noden, if any, which will
be used to evaluate (sub-)qualifiers, and (5) the ids of the top-level
qualifiers that need to be evaluated at noden. Initially, the cursorc
is set to 0 and the stack is empty.

TheSAX-basedbottomUp algorithm incorporates the state tran-
sition of filteringNFA Mf and the evaluation of qualifiers into the



processing of eachSAX event, as follows.

• startDocument(). An entry corresponding to the root of the input
XML treeT is pushed onto the stackS, in which theNFA state is
theǫ-closure of the start states0 of Mf .

• startElement(n). When the start tag of an element noden is en-
countered, the algorithm computes a new entry ofS as follows:
(1) computing the set ofMf states reached from the set of states of
its parent node, which is stored in the entry at the top ofS; (2) iden-
tifying the listLQ of (sub-)qualifiers to be evaluated at noden (see
Section 5); (3) for each top-level qualifier that needs to be evaluated
at noden, setting its id to be the value of the cursorc and incre-
mentingc by 1; and (4) extracting the attributes, if any, of node
n. This new entry is pushed onto the stackS and will be used to
evaluate (sub-)qualifiers at subsequentSAX events.

• endElement(n). When the end tag ofn is encountered, the algo-
rithm invokes algorithmQualDP ( ) of Fig. 7 to compute the vector
sat n for the listLQ of (sub-)qualifiers, which was identified at the
eventstartElement(n). Note that at this point, the values of vectors
csat n anddsat n are available since all the descendant nodes ofn
have been processed. We then pop the entry corresponding ton off
stackS. Now the top entry of the stack corresponds to the parent
node ofn. The algorithm then updates the values of vectorscsat
anddsat of the parent node ofn with the value ofsat n. If there
are any qualifiers evaluated atn, the algorithm outputs their truth
values and associated ids, which are appended to the listLd.

• text(t). This event occurs afterstartElement(n), but before
endElement(n), wheren is the element containing textt. The text
t is stored in the top entry of the stack, which corresponds ton, and
will be used to evaluate (sub-)qualifiers at subsequentSAX events.

• endDocument(). Now the top entry is popped off the stack. This
is the last event of theSAX-basedbottomUp processing.

Example 6.1:Recall the transform queryQt given in Example 3.2,
its filtering NFA in Fig. 8, and theXML tree in Fig. 1. ForstartSoc-
ument(), an entry corresponding to the rootdb is pushed onto the
stack. The entry records the set of states{s0, s1} reached from
the start states0 via ǫ transitions, while the rest of the entry are
empty. At the eventstartElement()of the firstpart noden under
the root, another entry is pushed onto the stack, which contains
(a) {s1, s2, s3}: the states reached from{s0, s1} via partand then
ǫ transitions; (b)[q3, q1]: the list of sub-qualifiers to be evaluated
at n; (c) q1: the qualifier that needs to be evaluated as part of the
output atn along with its id0 (the first qualifier encountered); and
(d) sat, csat anddsat: the vectors, initialized withfalse. 2

Integrating topDown with SAX parsing. The bottomUp phase
is followed by a second pass ofSAX parsing of the document
T that incorporatestopDown (Fig. 3) processing. TheSAX-
basedtopDown algorithm takes as input the same parameters as
topDown. Using the listLd of truth values computed in the first
pass, it computesQt(T ) as output. It also uses cursorc and stack
S as variables, wherec is to identify the node and qualifier with
which a truth value inLd is associated, and each entry ofS simply
records the current states of the selectingNFA Mp.

Recall that theSAX-basedbottomUp algorithm associates an id
with a truth value of a top-level qualifierq at a noden, and that the
id is determined by the traversal order ofSAX parsing ofT . Follow-
ing the same traversal order on the same documentT , SAX-based
topDown repeats the same process of assigning ids to qualifier and
incrementing the cursorc. Furthermore, note that the selecting au-
tomatonMp used in this phase and the filteringNFA Mf used in
the last phase have the same structure when sub-qualifiers and their

U1 /site/people/person
U2 /site/people/person[@id = “person10”]
U3 /site/people/person[profile/age> 20]
U4 /site/regions//item
U5 /site//description
U6 /site/closedauctions/closedauction/annotation/description

/parlist/listitem/parlist/listitem/text/emph/keyword
U7 /site/openauctions/openauction[bidder/increase>5]/

annotation[happiness< 20]/description//text
U8 /site/openauctions/openauction[initial> 10

and reserve>50]/bidder
U9 /site/regions//item[location =“United States”]
U10 /site//openauctions/openauction

[not(@id =“openauction2”)]/bidder[increase> 10]

Figure 11: EmbeddedXPath queries

associated paths are striking out. In other words,Mp andMf share
the same set of top-level qualifiers. Putting these together, one can
verify that the value of the cursorc suffices to map the qualifierq
at noden to its truth value in the listLd.

TheSAX basedtopDown algorithm incorporates the state tran-
sition of selectingNFA and the computation ofQt(T ) into the pro-
cessing ofSAX events. Due to the space limitation, we only give the
integration oftopDown processing with one type ofSAX events.

• startElement(n). When the start tag of an elementn is encoun-
tered, the algorithm computes the set of states reached fromits par-
ent node (the current top entry of the stack), and checks the truth
values of top-level qualifiers, if any, atn by looking up the listLd

using the value of the cursorc as an index. A new entry consist-
ing of the set of currentMp states is pushed onto the stack. In this
event, the algorithm is required to perform update operation if the
final state is reached. For example, for adelete transform query,
the start tag will not be returned as output. If no update operation is
required, the start tag ofn together with its attributes will be output.

Example 6.2: Recall the processing of the queryQt described in
Example 6.1. In thetopDown phase, at the eventstartElement()for
the firstpartnoden under the root, the entry pushed onto the stack
consists of the states{s1, s2, s3} of the selectingNFA of Fig. 5.
The value of the top-level qualifierq1 atn is extracted from the list
Ld of boolean values. This is done by using the current value of
the cursorc as the index, which is0, precisely the same as whenq1

atn was encountered in thebottomUp processing. 2

Remark. Observe the following about algorithmtwoPassSAX.
First, it inherits the nice properties of thetwoPass algorithm pre-
sented earlier; for instance,twoPassSAX has a linear data com-
plexity. Second, compared toDOM-tree based implementation it
requires much less memory. Indeed, the size of the stackS is
bounded by the depth of theXML documentT and the size of each
entry of the stackS is linear in the size of transform queryQt. The
list Ld of boolean values is written to secondary storage and in fact,
it does not incur much memory overhead even when stored in main
memory. These show thattwoPassSAX is capable of efficiently
evaluating transform queries on very large documents. It should be
mentioned, however, in contrast to the evaluation algorithms given
in previous sections,twoPassSAX is not implemented inXQuery.

7. Experimental Study
Our experimental study focuses on the performance of the im-

plementation and composition methods developed in this paper for
transform queries. To demonstrate the effects of datasets,transform
queries and the size of affected areas in a document by transform



queries, we ran a set of experiments on Qizx2 and GalaX [13]. Due
to space constraint we only report the experimental resultson Qizx
that is faster than Galax on our queries; the results on GalaXare
comparable. It should be remarked that although we chose Qizx
and GalaX to conduct our experiments, our techniques are also ap-
plicable to otherXQuery 1.0 engines.

We used datasets generated by XMark [24]. We generated a set
of XML files by varying XMark scaling factors between 0.02 and
0.34, to obtain files of size 2.22M, 11.1M, 19.9M 29.1M, 37.8M
respectively. We also generated five files from 224M to 1.1G by
varying XMark scaling factors from 2 to 10. The results presented
here are mainly based oninsert transform queries; we have found
that transform queries ofthe other types consistently yield qualita-
tively similar results.

The experiments were performed on aPCwith a Pentium IV 2.4
Ghz CPU and 500MB RAM, running Linux. Each experiment was
repeated 5 times and the average is reported here; we do not show
confidence interval since the variance is smaller than 5%.

We evaluate our algorithms for evaluating transform queries im-
plemented both inXQuery and as part of a query processor in Sec-
tion 7.1, and composition of user and transform queries in Sec-
tion 7.2. We give a summary and discussion in Section 7.3.

Note that except for theSAX based two-pass algorithm all of our
algorithms are codedin XQueryandimplemented on top of Qizx.

7.1 Transform Query Evaluation
We first evaluate our proposed techniques for implementing

transform queries inXQuery, namely, the rewriting-based Naive
Method of Section 3.1, the TopDown method of Section 3.3 and the
Two-pass method of Section 5, denoted as NAIVE , GENTOP and
TD-BU, respectively. We also consider theSAX based Two-pass
algorithm of Section 6, denoted astwoPassSAX, and an implemen-
tation of transform query in GalaX (which supportsXML updates
and transform queries), denoted byGalaXUpdate. We should re-
mark that Qizx supports neither updates nor transform queries.

Based on the benchmark queries of XMark [24], we designed 10
insertion transform queries, which differ only in theXPath expres-
sions used to select the target nodes. The embeddedXPath expres-
sions are shown in Fig. 11. In transform queriesU1-U3, the paths
contain at most one simple qualifier and no descendant axis. Trans-
form queriesU4 andU5 have descendant axis,U6 has a long path,
U7 and U8 have a relatively complicated qualifier, and transform
queriesU9 andU10 contain both descendant axis and qualifiers.

Figure 12 shows the running time of each of the five methods for
evaluating transform queries, forU1-U10, using the dataset of size
2.22M. As shown in this figure,twoPassSAX performs the best in
all five methods while GENTOPusually runs the fastest among the
three algorithm implemented on top of Qizx. BothtwoPassSAX

and GENTOPoutperform the GalaXUpdate.
While NAIVE does reasonably well onU2-U3, U6 and U10, it

fares worse on queries when the set of selected nodes is large
(i.e., when|$xp| in Fig. 2 is large), as expected. For example, in
U2, NAIVE performs well due to|$xp| = 1 while its performance
deteriorates greatly inU1 since$xp is the set of allpersons in the
XML file. The Top Down method improves on NAIVE since they
use theNFA to prune the search space and avoid the lookup in$xp.

TD-BU handles qualifiers with algorithmbottomUp while the
other two methods on top ofXQuery engines utilize the native pro-
cessing ability of Qizx. As shown in these figures, although TD-
BU pays a price for implementing the complexity ofbottomUp on
top of XQuery, TD-BU is usually comparable with GENTOPwhen
the qualifiers are relatively simple, e.g., inU1-U6. When the quali-
2http://www.axyana.com/qizxopen.
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fiers get complicated, e.g., inU7 andU8, or when transform queries
contain both descendant axis and qualifiers, e.g., inU9 and U10,
the performance disparity between TD-BU and GENTOPbecomes
larger. This disparity may be emphasized by Qizx, which handles
a wide variety of qualifiers very efficiently according to ourexper-
imental study. Of course, our top-down variants can easily switch
between native qualifier evaluation andbottomUp, and we believe
TD-BU may still provide advantages ifXQuery processors with
different performance tradeoffs are encountered.

Scalability with data size. To show scalability, we chose several
representative transform queries, while the other transform queries
display properties similar to the four selected queries. Figure 13
shows that, as expected, NAIVE does not scale well withXML file
size when the portion of the file affected by the transform queries
is significant, while the two methods implemented on top of Qizx,
TD-BU and GENTOP, are linearly scalable.twoPassSAX is also
linearly scalable. This is consistent with our discussionsin the pre-
vious sections. When the size of the set of selected nodes|$xp| is
fixed with the change of file size, the Naive method will be linearly
scalable, such asU2 in Fig. 13(a). GalaXUpdate ran out of mem-
ory on data with factor 0.26 on queries U2, U4 and U7, and on data
with factor 0.18 on query U10 (in Fig. 13(d), GalaXUpdate works
at the first two data points and is a bit slower than TD-BU; the line
for GalaXUpdate partly overlaps with that for TD-BU). It appears
that Galax implements transform queries by taking a snapshot of
XML files while our techniquesdo not make a copy (snapshot)of
XML files and have smaller memory overhead.
Handling large data. To show the feasibility ofSAX based Two-
pass algorithm for handling large datasets using small memory, we
evaluate it on five files of size varying from 224M to 1.1G us-
ing four representative queries, U2, U4, U7 and U10. Figure 14
shows that algorithmtwoPassSAX scales well on all the transform
queries. The memory consumption oftwoPassSAX is indepen-
dent of file size. We observed thattwoPassSAX used less than 5M
memory whilenoneof the other four algorithms ran to completion
on data of such sizes.

7.2 Composition of User and Transform Queries
We next evaluate our proposed techniques for composing a

user query and a transform query, namely the Naive Composition
method and the Compose method presented in Section 4. For the
Naive Composition method, we adopt the algorithm GENTOP to
evaluate the transform query since it outperforms the otheralgo-
rithms implemented on top of Qizx as reported in Section 7.1.

Using theXPath queries in Fig. 11, we generated four represen-
tative pairs of transform and user queries, (U1, U2), (U9, U1), (U9,
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U4) and (U8, U10), whereU1 andU9 in the first two pairs areinsert
transform queries andU9 and U8 in the last two pairs aredelete
queries, whileU2, U1, U4andU10 are their respective user queries.

Figure 15 shows the runtime of four composed queries onXML

files of various sizes. The algorithm Compose performs consis-
tently better than the Naive Composition algorithm, and theim-
provement is especially significant on largerXML files as shown in
all the four graphs. There are two reasons for the improvement:
first, algorithm Compose integrates the evaluation of the user and
transform queries; second, it avoids computing part of updates in
transform queries on documents that are not needed by the user
queries. The second reason is dominating for the improvement of
algorithm Compose over Naive Composition on the pair (U9, U1)
as shown in Fig. 15(b), where the user queryU1 is largely disjoin
from transform queryU9 and the update in the transform queryU9
is not required when evaluating user queryU1. Note that the query
results from these user queries are much smaller in size thanthose
of their corresponding transform queries, and thus take less time
to produce. Figure 15 also shows that both algorithms are linearly
scalable while algorithm Compose scales better.

7.3 Summary and Discussion
Our experimental results demonstrate the practicality of effi-

ciently supporting transform queries by existingXQuery engines.
We show that our proposed algorithm GENTOP using the native
predicate evaluation facility of Qizx performs the best. Moreover,
GENTOP and TD-BU are linearly scalable toXML file size. We
also show the ability oftwoPassSAX to handle large files. For the
composition of user and transform queries, our experimental results
show that algorithm Compose is more efficient than Naive Compo-
sition while both algorithms scale well with the file size.

For our proposed techniques implemented on top ofXQuery en-
gine, we expect that the performance will be improved asXQuery
processors mature, for example in I/O management and handling
recursive queries inXQuery.

We note that algorithmtwoPassSAX implemented as part of a
query processor scales very well on largeXML documents.

8. Related Work
Transform queries are proposed by W3CXQuery Update [6] and

XQuery! [14]. To our knowledge, the only implementation of trans-
form queries so far is Galax [13]. No published work has addressed
technical issues in connection with efficient evaluation oftransform
queries either on top of or withinXQuery engines, or composition
of transform queries and user queries. Prior work onXML updates
has mostly focused on proposals for update languages [20, 21, 23,
25]. While there has been work on implementingXML updates on
XML data stored in relationalDBMS [26] or in native stores [18],
the problems tackled there are to perform updates in place, which
is entirely different from the idea of transform queries.

The idea of defining queries as updates has been well studied for
traditional databases, notably hypothetical queries (recall from Ex-
ample 1.1) and their evaluation techniques [1, 4, 12, 16]. The im-
portance of hypothetical queries has long been recognized.When
it comes to the implementation of hypothetical queries, it is already
observed that while rewriting updates into relational queries is con-
ceptually easy in absence of recursion in updates [1], the pres-
ence of recursion in updates makes the problem highly nontriv-
ial. Indeed, [4] shows that datalog extended by hypothetical inser-
tions and deletions hasEXPTIME data complexity as opposed to the
PTIME data complexity of datalog. The difference in the complex-
ity bounds also show that hypothetical queries cannot be simply
treated as views defined in terms of queries. In this work we study
transform queries defined in terms of limited recursiveXML up-
dates (i.e. descendant-or-self::node() in embeddedXPath queries).
Rewriting and optimization techniques have been developedfor hy-
pothetical queries on relational databases [16]. These, however, do
not apply directly to the evaluation of transform queries due to the
tree data model ofXML and theXQuery target language.

There is an analogy between transform queries and functional
updates. Functional databases enforcereferential transparencyand
support updates via versioning [27], which allows interesting opti-
mization, e.g., parallel evaluation, that are also applicable to XML

transform-query evaluation. Also related to transform queries are a
variation ofXPath queries studied in [2]. While the queries of [2]
are a subset of transform queries defined in terms ofdelete(start-
ing from the root of a source document), no specific evaluation or
optimization techniques are published for their queries.

Several automaton-based evaluation algorithms have been devel-
oped forXPath, e.g., tree automata of [19], alternating finite state
automata (AFA) of [17], and a form ofNFA [8, 9]. Our proposed
selecting and filteringNFA (Sections 3 and 5) differ from these au-
tomaton machinery in several aspects. As opposed to [19], the au-
tomata used in this work do not require to transform anXML tree to
a binary-tree representation and moreover, they are linearin the size
of input queries in contrast to possibly very large bottom-up and
top-down tree automata of [19]. TheAFA of [17] andNFA of [8, 9]
aim at evaluatingBooleanmultiple XPath queries on streamXML
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Figure 15: The composition of user and transform queries

data treated asSAX events. TheAFA [17] are required to be deter-
ministic and are thus possibly quite large, and theNFA [8, 9] do not
handle nested qualifiers. In contrast, our automata deal with trans-
form queriesthat subsume a larger class ofnode-selectingXPath
queries, they work on bothSAX events andDOM trees; further-
more, they are much less costly than theAFA of [17] and are capa-
ble of handling complex qualifiers as opposed to [8, 9]. It is worth
remarking that the implementation of our transform queriescom-
bines the evaluation ofXPath and the handling ofXML updates,
which has not been considered by any previous work forXPath.

We are aware of no previous work on composition of trans-
form queries and user queries (inXQuery). Composition of simple
XQuery queries and canonicalXML views of relational data was
studied in [11]. In contrast to our composition algorithm ofSec-
tion 4, [11] considers neither queries with embedded updates, nor
complicatedXML views (e.g., ‘//’ or qualifiers). Recently rewriting
of XQuery using views is studied in [22], which is an entirely differ-
ent problem. No previous work on query composition has studied
automaton-based rewriting, which we explore in this work.

9. Conclusion
We have proposed several techniques for evaluating transform

queries and for composing user queries with transform queries,
which can be readily implemented on top ofany existingXQuery
engines. These provide animmediate capabilityfor these engines
to support transform queries. We have also developed a scalable
solution to evaluating transform queries as part of a query engine.
This allows us to deal withlarge XML documentsbeyond what most
publicly availableXQuery engines usingDOM trees can handle.
Our experimental results verified that these techniques areeffective
and efficient. These techniques are useful in supporting hypotheti-
cal queries, updating virtual views, composing queries andupdates,
and enforcingXML access control, among other things.

For future work, first, we plan to evaluate the performance
of our proposed techniques on otherXQuery engines (e.g.,
http://monetdb.cwi.nl/XQuery/Overview/Benchmark). Second, we
recognize the challenges of efficiently processing transform queries
defined with more involved updates [6, 14], which are a subject of
our ongoing work. Third, we plan to extend our composition tech-
niques to work with theSAX based two-pass algorithm.
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